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Abstract. We present an overview and current status of research on RR Lyrae
stars in binary systems. In present days the number of binary candidates has
steeply increased and suggested that multiple stellar systems with an RR Lyrae
component is much higher than previously thought. We discuss the probability
of their detection using various observing methods, compare recent results re-
garding selection effects, period distribution, proposed orbital parameters and
the Blazhko effect.
1. Introduction
It is generally assumed that majority of stars resides binary or even multiple
systems. However, the situation is not so simple because the estimates of their
incidence differ for different stellar populations and stellar types. For example,
Sana&Evans (2011) give about 40% of O and B type stars, Duquennoy&Mayor
(1991) give 60–80% of F and G stars, Lada (2006) proposes that 30% of stars
of all stellar types are bound in binaries.
Nevertheless, we know that many pulsating stars really orbit around com-
mon center of mass with some kind of companion. There are more than 150
cepheids and more than 100 δ Sct type stars known in binaries (Szabados 2003;
Liakos et al. 2012). The list assembled from available literature is provided by
Zhou (2014).
What is the situation with RR Lyrae stars? There are only 61 candidates
known so far1 (Liˇska&Skarka 2015, this proceedings), and only one system,
in which a pulsating component is not a classical RR Lyrae, has been con-
firmed (Pietrzynski et al. 2012). Considering the fraction of known to all binary
RR Lyrae candidates this is less than 0.1%. The reasons for this unpleasant sit-
uation emerge mainly from stellar evolution producing difficulties in detection
of binarity.
1And several tens of candidates in globular clusters (e.g. Jurcsik et al. 2012) and in the Galactic
Bulge (Hajdu 2015b, this proceedings).
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2. Expected characteristics of binary candidates
Binary system with RR Lyrae component should be well detached because oth-
erwise mass transfer causing different evolutionary scenario could take place.
Such wide binary with orbital period longer than a few hundreds of days will
be hardly detectable because of very low probability of eclipses, low amplitude
of radial velocity (hereafter RV) variations vanishing in RV changes caused by
pulsations. Difficulties in detection are also caused by the necessity of long-term
monitoring which is not always available, or possible to do.
If the initial mass of the companion was higher than of the RR Lyrae com-
ponent it would evolve much faster and should presently be in a form of de-
generated remnant – either white dwarf, neutron star, or a black hole. Such
binaries would definitely not be detectable as eclipsing and only spectral lines
of RR Lyrae component would be visible (SB1 type). If the companion evolved
faster, then the RR Lyrae component could possibly be contaminated with heav-
ier elements originated form the ejected envelope during the last stadia of more
massive companion (e.g. Kennedy et al. 2014).
Concerning a low-mass companion, it could be in all evolutionary stadia.
Radius and luminosity of the companion will influence to what extend it will
manifest itself in observational manner:
• Main sequence star – amplitude of eclipses would be negligible, manifesta-
tions of the companion almost undetectable in spectra.
• Asymptotic- and red-giant branch star – significant eclipses will take place,
colour would be shifted to red, the amplitude of light variations of the
binary caused by pulsations would be significantly lower than in separate
RR Lyrae, enrichment with heavier elements would be possible with AGB
companion.
• Horizontal branch star – significant eclipses will take place, possible colour
excess should be detectable, lower amplitude of light changes than in sep-
arate RR Lyrae will be observed.
In all these cases the confirmation of binarity via spectroscopy would be
difficult because of low amplitudes in RV domain. Long-term tiny changes in
RV can only be revealed using accurate template curves which are still missing
(see Guggenberger et al. 2015, this proceedings). Without them it is very dif-
ficult to find the zero points of systemic velocities from various measurements
which are often based on different spectral lines. In the case of unavailable tem-
plate curve there is also an indirect method through analysis of the scatter of
the pulsation-phased RV curves. After removing the orbital motion the scatter
should significantly decrease (see fig. 7 in Liˇska et al. 2015a).
3. Current situation in binary candidates
The first candidate for RR Lyrae in binary system was proposed in 1960s. How-
ever, the majority of candidates have been revealed only recently (Hajdu et al.
2015a; Liˇska et al. 2015b). The number of discovered candidates can be seen in
the left panel of fig. 1. The mean-magnitude distribution of the candidates is
bimodal due to selection effect (most of stars are either from the Galactic bulge,
or bright stars from the Galactic field, the right panel of fig. 1).
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Except for a few candidates for short-period eclipsing binaries, all other
stars have periods longer than a year (the left panel of fig. 2). Longer orbital
periods mean that also semi-major axes are large, in the order of astronomical
units or larger. When orbital periods are plotted against metallicity (the right
panel of fig. 2), no apparent dependence is visible except for the splitting which
is again an observation bias. About 1/5 of all candidates shows the Blazhko
effect. Mass function in systems with models of the orbit ranges from 4× 10−6
to several tens of solar masses. For detail statistics see Liˇska&Skarka (2015,
this proceedings).
Due to all discussed problems in sec. 2. the most efficient method for re-
vealing the candidates is looking for the variations caused by the orbital motion
of RR Lyrae translating in cyclic period changes known as the Light-travel time
effect (LiTE). Since this method is only indirect and the variations can be mis-
classified with other effects (secular erratic changes, long-term Blazhko effect
etc.) an independent confirmation is needed in such objects.
Figure 1. Number of discovered candidates during last 50 years (the left
panel) and magnitude distribution of known candidates.
Figure 2. Orbital period distribution (the left panel) and orbital period
against metallicity (the right panel).
4. Interesting cases
Among the galactic-field candidates, there are several very interesting cases
which deserve attention. The first of them is TU UMa with orbital period
of 23 years (Liˇska et al. 2015b) which is the shortest one among the long-period
fraction of candidates. It is bright and therefore accurate template curve could
be easily accessible. Confirmation of binarity should, therefore, be a task for a
few next years.
Period variations of two of the candidates indicate possible high mass com-
panion – RZ Cet (M2,min = 1.15M⊙) and AT Ser (M2,min = 1.9M⊙), two of
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the candidates, VX Her and RW Ari, showed suspicious decrease in brightness
which might be caused by an unseen body (Fitch et al. 1966; Wi´sniewski 1971).
However, these events were unique and has never repeated. Assuming the depth
of the decrease and colour measured in VX Her by Fitch et al. (1966) the com-
panion would be a horizontal-branch star. When we take the 83-yr orbital period
(Liˇska et al. 2015b), the eclipse should last 500 d!
BB Vir and RS Boo were supposed to have extraordinary colour (Fitch et al.
1966; Bookmeyer et al. 1977; Kanyo 1986) and possible LiTE was detected by
Liˇska et al. (2015b).
5. Summary and future prospects
We discussed the status of the research in binary candidates with RR Lyrae
component, their characteristics and problems with their detection. Parameters
of possible component which would have crucial influence on observable charac-
teristics were discussed. We also highlight the most interesting candidates.
Only the future can prove whether the candidates are real binaries. It is
proposed to focus on interesting objects with accumulated interesting features,
for example eclipses and LiTE, in a systematic and long-term matter to get
reliable results being capable to reveal tiny changes.
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